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This workgroup’s responsibility is: To facilitate training and education initiatives for MLREMS.
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1. CIU (2019)
a. The state pays our region, per student, for a 3 hour CIU annually. With a large enough class size, this reimbursement
can be enough to pay for the instructor for a full 6 hour CIU but there have been issues in recent years with people
actually attending the CIU (and reimbursement is based upon “butts in seats”). However, since 6 hours of continuing
education is required per cycle for CLI/CIC renewal, many people have come to plan on attending one 6 hour CIU per
three year cycle. This isn’t a sustainable model for the region. Therefore, we will hold a 6 hour CIU on January 12,
2019 but in subsequent years, we will plan to hold a 3 hour CIU annually in the same month each year (possibly
January). This means if a CIC or CLI is planning to use a MLREMS CIU as their sole continuing education credits
during a given refresher cycle, starting in 2020 the individual would need to attend two, 3 hour CIUs during the cycle
(two of the three years). In order to plan for that, MLREMS T&E, the program agency, and regional faculty will
collaborate to develop a format for those three year cycles of 3 hour CIUs. More to follow but if you need a CIU right
now, plan to attend 1/12/18! Remember, there is a grace period for renewal if your CLI certification lapses.
2. Preceptor training requirements
a. T&E was asked to discuss a proposed change to the MLREMS ALS Preceptor Policy that would require ALS
preceptors to participate in a preceptor training every five years in order to maintain their status. This training could be
online only or a hybrid online/classroom training. The benefits of this change would be threefold:
i. Providing any relevant new information to preceptors along with providing continuing education related to good
coaching/teaching strategies.
ii. Provides a mechanism for the region to maintain a current, accurate list of preceptors. Currently, once on the
list, there isn’t a reliable mechanism for removing preceptors when they retire, become inactive, die, or move to
another state.
iii.Provide a mechanism for data collection for the region by surveying ALS preceptors every five years.
b. Limited discussion was all supportive of this change. Since this change would involve modifying a regional policy, a
thirty day review period is required for MLREMS Council. Ben and Eric will work on language for the revised policy
so it can be pushed out for a 30 day review prior to the January 2019 Council meeting.
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3. Upcoming preceptor training and advisory
a. MLREMS policy 18-09 was released a few days ago. This policy describes, and links to, the Cypherworx LMS portion
of the ALS/BLS preceptor training. It also explains the classroom portion will be consistently offered twice per year in
March and September. By making the offering consistent and reducing the classroom hours it should be easier for
providers and agencies to get good candidates through the preceptor requirements.
4. CIC opportunity
a. Genesee County is looking for a CIC to take over their AEMT program offered at the Genesee County Fire Training
Academy. Any interested CICs should contact Denise Cuillo from Mercy Flight Western. Contact information available
through Ben.
5. STEP Conference
a. Sharon - conference will be held 3/29 - 3/30 at the Hilton Garden Inn at College Town. Speakers include Dr. Cushman,
Dr. Mendoza (Monroe County Commissioner of Health), and national figures. Registration will open in January.
6. CLI Original
a. If you know EMTs interested in taking a CLI original, please send numbers to Ben so he can determine if the numbers
are there to hold a CLI original.
7. Regional Faculty
a. If you are interested in becoming regional faculty, send your resume and letter of interest to Liz Donnely at the state
Bureau of EMS. The process is a bit opaque at this point.
8. BLS Core Content
a. CHS Mobile Integrated Health is hosting BLS Core Content in January. Information can be found on the MLREMS
calendar or the CHS website.
Upcoming meetings:
All meetings are hybrid (live at the Division of Prehospital Medicine office and online via the contact information provided in the
email at 3:00PM)
December 4, 2018 @ 1500
January 1, 2019 - NO MEETING
February 5, 2019 @ 1500

